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EVENTS

Call or Whatsapp 0708 702644 

Hedgehog will be hosting Creative

Workshops for aspiring and established

musicians and other creatives during the

Festival of Sound & Arts.

20
Workshop @ HedgehogAugust

For more information:

Zamaleo Afriq is a dance troupe from Nairobi that

performs different cultural dances from different

communities of Kenya and East Africa performing

in various events like state functions, cooprate

and community events.

Zamaleo Afriq Cultural DancersAugust

6
1PM-4PM

Bril Kenneth - Saxaphonist
 I sing and play the saxophone, with the intent

of creating a mood for people to vibe, dance

and let loose. A vibe curator. My music is

mainly afro pop with a heavy soul and r&b

influence.

August

1PM-4PM

1PM-4PM

The Drummers of Burundi, is a percussion

ensemble originally from Burundi. Their

performances are a part of ceremonies such

as the coronations of mwami (Kings) and

other significant social events. 

Burundian Traditional DancersAugust

1PM-4PM

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Percussion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burundi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ceremony
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coronation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King_of_Burundi


Muthaka is a Contemporary Indie Soul singer, songwriter

from Nairobi, Kenya. She started singing at 9 years and

decided to become a musician from then on. She writes,

arranges and performs her original compositions with her

unique musical style using her voice to convey a range of

emotions.

August

3:30PM

3:30PM

3:30PM

3:30PM

6
MUTHAKA

MAIN ACTS

ENOQUE WAMBUA
Enoque Wambua is a passionate creative who is interested in

seeing music empower, encourage and uplift generations.

Other than being a performer and instrumentalist, he is also

a music instructor, events curator and first time author.
13

August

Watendawili is a visionary duo consisting of Ywaya Tajiri

and Israel Onyach. They've been performing together since

2016. They own an urban sound that is undeniably unique

and they work towards pushing for societal change by

writing emotive lyrics that embody the times they live in.

20
WATENDAWILIAugust

Mutoriah is an afro electro pop artist-producer based in

Nairobi Kenya. Since he was introduced into the music

domain by his father, he has since honed his musical skills

releasing self-produced album and singles since 2019. He

has since accumulated over 500,000 in streams from his

music and has produced for the biggest Kenyan and

African acts including Sauti Sol, Burna Boy & Motimer, just

to mention a few

28
MUTORIAHAugust
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muthaka
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Find the best selection of music

instruments in East Africa here that include  

acoustic, classic, bass and electric guitars

and other very cool instruments and

accessories for professional musicians,

children and beginners.

HEDGEHOG CREATIVES

ORGANIZERS

Call or Whatsapp 0708 702644 

WAMBUAFRICAN
WambuAfrikan Global is an agency that deals

with live musical and cooperate events.

Acoustic and live band set ups. We currate

vibes for everyone!  Music is powerful it

heals and uplifts.

Since October 2020, Sanaa @rt – Organized

by Lilechi – was birthed from the need to

provide a platform for artistic youth to

express their creativity. The initiative has

contributed significantly to emancipating

visual artists from the economic hardships

wrought by the Covid -19 pandemic.

SANAA ART

For more information:


